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(bol sam), tree bobcat,12 wild cat, or lynx (links) tounk,2 a bed built against the wall cabin1 (kab in),
a rough house crunching,10 grinding evaporate6 (e vap 6 rat), boil down furiously,13 wildly, fiercely
glimpse,16 a short view, sight jagged,17 with rough edges partridge 3 (par trij), a game bird
scuffing,10 walking without lifting the feet scum,6 froth, foam skim,6 take off the top snappishly,8
crossly snug 1 (snug), tidy, home-like snuffing,10 sniffing, smelling sprain 6 (spran), twist or hurt
rusty,18 looking like rust, brown-ish-red thumps,13 blows, knocks wedge,16 to push in like a wedge
whine 13 (hwin), cry of distress zigzag,3 with a short, sharp turn I. What were the signs of winter? of
spring? 2. How were maple syrup and maple sugar made? How did Bobby help? 3. Why was he left
alone? 4. What was he told to do? 5....
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It can be loaded with wisdom and knowledge I discovered this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this
pdf to discover.
-- Da r r in K utch-- Da r r in K utch

This is the very best pdf i actually have study right up until now. I could possibly comprehended almost everything using this created e book. Your daily life
span will be enhance as soon as you total looking over this publication.
-- Pr of . Johnson Ruther for d-- Pr of . Johnson Ruther for d
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